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The Talmud states that the hatred of Jews began at Mount Sinai. That is why it is called Sinai from the Hebrew SINA – HATRED.

**WHY ???**

**Answer.** Jews after receiving the Torah were endowed with superior wisdom. Jews are smart. Jews excel in every field. Jews excel today in 2018 ACE. Jews excelled in every field in
2018 BCE. Jews excelled in every field from the time of Abraham 4000 years ago.

As a result Jews were able to receive all the coveted positions. Jews beat all their competitors. Ordinary people were very happy. Because the Jew delivered a better product than his non Jewish competitor. However the non Jewish competitors were not amused.
They wanted to rid themselves from Jewish competition. If the ordinary population suffered as a result; the hell with the interests of the ordinary citizen.

This thesis explains why all the lies libels the most irrational stories and unproven grotesque lies invented charged to Jews was readily believed as the gospel truth. It took 1700 years to soften the charge of Deicide
that Jews living 2000 years before Jesus and Jews living 2000 years after Jesus were not personally responsible in the Crucifixion.

We are dealing with 2000 years. Christianity and the Western world had some of the smartest people alive during all these years; however the irrational lie of Deicide persisted. The lie of Deicide
was immortalized by the forgeries written into the New Testament after the year 325 when the Roman emperor officially declared the Trinity creed as the official religion of Rome. There does not exist copies of the New Testament books prior to the year 500 ACE.
I however have discovered original copies going back to the year 1. These copies are a word for word copy of the ethical precepts in the Talmud.

The Jews who were the first Christians used the Talmudic ethical precepts. These precepts form all state all the ethical
FOUNDATION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

If that is the case what does Christianity differ?

Christianity borrowed from the Mid Eastern mystery the Trinity Concept. God gets a married virgin pregnant. The virgin after 9 months gives birth to a son who is totally God and totally man He is the third person with the Holy Ghost.
This God Man angers the authorities by his preaching that threaten the status quo and their position of power. He is tried at Passover time found guilty and executed by crucifixion.

If what I have written is true then Christianity offers nothing new. Why accept Christianity. Non Jews
according to Jewish law need not observe any of the Jewish rituals. As long as they observe the civil and criminal laws of their government all are destined to go to heaven.

WHAT THEN CAN CHRISTIANITY COMPETE?

The answer provided by the Church was to slander lie and change the perception of the Jew and his religion Judaism
into a gory set of rituals that are disgusting and all the books of the Talmud and Judaism deserve to be burned together with the Jew. This edict this lie was given the sanctity of GOD’S WORD THIS WAS THE GOSPEL. IT COULD NOT BE QUESTIONED. ANY ONE QUESTIONING THE AUTHENTICITY WAS BURNED AT THE STAKE.
SO FOR 1700 YEARS THE JEW REPRESENTED A NON HUMAN. THE DEVIL INCARNATE UNLESS HE CONVERTED TO CHRISTIANITY.

THIS CREED WAS VERY CONVENIENT AND ELIMINATED THE JEW FROM COMPETITION. EVEN PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SUBSCRIBED TO THIS THESIS.

As a member of Harvard board of directors in the 1920s Roosevelt
instituted a quota system limiting the entrance of Jews. The American administration in the 1920s purposefully set the immigration of Jews to that census of 1880 when Jews hardly immigrated. Jews were permitted to represent 5% or 10% of the proportional % of immigration that existed in 1880 or 1890. Thus Jews were targeted as undesirables. Why?
Because Jewish competition was unbeatable. So any tactic any lie any slander was welcome to keep Jews out. Thus the lie that all Jews are responsible for the crucifixion even 2000 years later unless they convert. Hitler went one step further. A Jew could not be saved by converting.

So the lies, slander and xenophobia of the Palestinians is accepted by Europeans in order to eliminate Jewish competition to the land of Europe.